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questions get a quote

We strive to understand your product and process needs so that we can 
custom engineer a chemical mixer accordingly. Our understanding of 
your chemical product & industrial process ensures that your mixer will 
become part of a solution and a core capability in your industrial process. 
This relationship with our industrial clients allows us to extend our unique 
solution assurance on many of our products.

Why Choose Dynamix?

ENGINEERING - We go the extra mile to understand your mixing 
challenges, process and specific requirements. This focus is the basis of 
our relationship with you and also the source of innovation in our products.

QUALITy - We take great pride in the quality of our designs and our 
manufacturing to ensure exceptional product quality.

pRIcE - We maintain competitive pricing through a keen eye on the 
market and a continuous improvement program for our manufacturing 
and procurement departments.

SERvIcE - This is where we really shine at Dynamix.  Time is money 
and responsiveness and reliability are paramount to building a 
successful business partnership. 

vALUE - Through the combination of our Quality, Service and Price, 
Dynamix offers Value not equaled in today’s market.

Industries Served

 + Adhesives & Sealants 

 + Paints & Coatings

 + Inks & Dyes

 + Oil & Gas

 + Agricultural Chemicals

 + Mining & Energy

 + Water & Waste

 + Chemical Processing

 + Food Processing

 + Pulp & Paper

Industrial Mixers & Agitators

Dynamix Agitators engineers and manufactures 
industrial mixers for chemical markets worldwide.  
Dynamix Agitators incorporates over 40 years 
of industrial mixing experience into its industrial 
mixer models and chemical mixer solutions. Our 
chemical mixer and agitators are configured to 
suit your needs. 



Our product line at a glance

Know projects that need our Solution Assurance?
Help us reach them.

If you know someone else who may find  
this information useful, please forward it on. 

Get Guaranteed Mixing
Anytime, Anywhere.

Submit a quote request form online 
or call us at 1 877 331 0045.

MMX Series: Drum Mixers
50 - 250 Gal

GMX Series: Medium Tanks
2000 - 10,000 Gal

ITM Series: Tote Mixers
200 - 600 Gal

DMX Series: Portable Mixers
100 - 3000 Gal

Side Entry Mixers NMX Series: Large Industrial Tanks
2500 - 100,000 Gal
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